
Variable Description #Missing Quantitative Coding Quantiles/Ranges Use
Country Engineer's Country 0 --- N/A Independent control variable

removed 1 European
Birthyear Engineer's year of birth 4 --- 1932 to 1969 Independent control variable
Degree Highest level of schooling 0 Coded text into number Q: 12,16,18,18,20 Independent control variable

of school years, e.g,
Ph.D = 20, HS = 12

Teammajtime "Do you spend the majority of 12 --- N/A Used only in factor analysis
your time working on a team?"

Companyyears "How long have you worked at 0 --- Q: 0.25,4,10,13.75,30 Used in created variables
this company?"

Semiyears "How long have you worked in 0 f semiyears<companyyear Q: 0.7,7,11,15,30 Used in created variables
the semiconductor industry?" made =companyyears

Seminumber "How many other semiconduct 1 --- Q: 0,0,0,1,6 Used in created variables
firms have you worked for?"

Vendorsnumber "How many other equipment 5 --- Q: 0,0,0,0,4 Used in created variables
vendors have you worked for?"

Membership in "Are you a member of a 6 --- N/A External Knowledge Index
Professional Society professional society…?"
On-the-job training "What percentage of total work 0 Categories to check were Q: 5,5,10,20,75 Used only in factor analysis
time time is spent on-the-job training?" ranges, e.g., 6-10%. These

were coded into the higher
percent (e.g. 6-10%=10%)
except "more than 50%" =

75%
Classroom time "What percentage of total work 0 As Perojt Q: 5,5,5,10,75 Internal Work/Training Index

time is spent in classroom training?"
Type of Training - Engineer enters y or n for each Avg = --- N/A 16 of these used in the
consists of 24 variabletraining category - whether or n 3.625 Internal Work/Training Index
8 on-the-job variables they have that training - such as: - the remaining 8 only used in
8 classroom variables science on-the-job, science class the factor analysis
8 is training used vars training or science used.
Responsibilities - Engineer enters percent of time Avg = f %'s do not add to 100% Ranges from 0 to Administrative Work used in 
consists of 14 variablespent in each area of responsibi 7.14 we adjusted numbers. 100% Internal Work/Training Index

such as: administrative work, Missing data = 0% Others used in factor analysis



basic research, etc.
Communication: Engineer ranks from 1 to 7 how Ranges from 1 (not Used in Knowledge indices 
Your fab (7 variables)important various channels of Avg = 7 --- important) to 7 (some external variables, some
Another fab (7 vars) communication are, such as: Avg = 9.9 --- (very important) internal variables)
Other semiconductor Through personal contacts-mai Avg = 15.6 ---
company (11 variable Internal newsletter, reviewing
Equipment vendors patents, popular press, etc. Avg = 19.4 ---
(10 variables)
Issuesco Answers from 1:Very few to 7: 13 --- Ranges from 1 (very fewUsed only in factor analysis

Very Many, the question:  "Are to 7(Very many)
many people at other companies
working on similar technical
issues?" - another answer is:
Do not know

Issuesdomu Similar to above, the question i 19 --- Ranges from 1 (very fewUsed only in factor analysis
"Are many people at domeestic to 7(Very many)
universities working on similar
technicial issues?"

Tracking "Is there someone in your 8 --- N/A Used only in factor analysis
company who tracks outside
company patents & publications?"

Sources of technical Engineer ranks from 1 to 7 how Avg = 12.2 --- Ranges from 1 (Not at Equipment vendors and 
Info (9 variables) important possible sources of all important) to 7 Material Suppliers used in 

technical information are, such as: (very important) External Knowledge. Others 
colleagues within company, used only in factor analysis
customers, journals, patents, etc.

Advice Sought "how often were you asked by 1 Never = 0, 1-5 times per Q: 0,3,3,8,16 External Knowledge Index
person from another company year = 3, 6-10=8, 11-15 =
for some specific technical advice 13, 16 or more = 16
or information?"

Number of times "In how many of the cases did y 11 Never = 0, <Half = 0.25, Q: 0,0.25, 0.5, 0.75, 1 Used in created variables
fulfilled outside give the desired information?" Half = 0.5, >Half = 0.75
request Always = 1
Teamlength "how long have you been work 0 --- Q: 0, 0.5, 2, 3, 23 Used only in factor analysis

with your current team?"



Number of core work Number of: production workers Avg = 19.7 Extremely large numbers Sample Quantile for Used in created variables
in team by function Manufacturing engineers, given a max.  For exampleeamprodworkers (before
(7 variables) design engineers, etc. teamprodworkers has 1 adjusting is):

response of 360, given ma Q: 0, 0, 1,2,360
of 30.

Teamprocs "Does your team keep a stock o 4 --- N/A Used only in factor analysis
procedures and findings of 
previous project available to
everyone?"

Companydocs "Does your company have a 4 --- N/A Used only in factor analysis
document control system for
projects undertaken?"

Percent of total work Indicate what percentage of the Avg = 6 %'s not adding to 100% Ranges from 0 to 100%Used in created variables
within team (4 variabltotal work within your team are adjusted.  Missing data

flows as: 1) Independent Work = 0% unless entire section
Flow, 2) Sequential Flow, 3) is missing, then = mean
Reciprocal Flow, 4) Team Work

Type of Problem Whether the last technical prob 0 Coded as follows:  BR orNumber in each categoryAdjusting Solution Time
they worked on was: Basic AR = 2, AD = 3, PQ = 4, 2: 16, 3: 31, 4: 30, 
Research, Applied Research, EQ = 5, Other = 6 5: 9, 6: 20
Adv. Dev., Process Qual, 
Qual of Equip, or Other

Procedures followed tRanked, in chronological order Avg. = 18 Ranked section, so Ranked 1-10 Consulted:  "Someone from 
Solve Problem (10 all procedures used to solve the missing data = least outside of company", 
variables) problem.  Such as: Approached important (or largest "Company documents" and 

co-worker in team, Approached number).  Missing =mean "co-worker in another team" 
supervisor, looked at technical if entire section missing used in Know Indices.  Others 
journal, etc. used in factor analysis only

Solution to problem? "Did you find a solution to the 11 Mising data not used N = 23, Y = 94 Removed N's and Missing 
problem?" Ans "No" could mean Data from final analysis
still working on the problem

Solution Time "If yes (above) how long did it 25 Missing data not used Q: 0.04, 1, 3, 8, 48 Used in final dependent 
take to find a solution (in weeks)?" variable

Reward Systems (3 "Have you been rewarded by y Avg = 20.3 --- N/A Used only in factor analysis
variables) company through any of the



following means?" such as:
knowledge-based pay, profit-
sharing, etc.

Pay/Promotion CriteriRank in order of importance theAvg = 13.8 Ranked section, so Ranked 1-16 29 of the variables are used in
(32 variables - 16 pay determinants of promotion and missing data = least the pay/pro indices - rest are
variables and 16 pro pay raises: such as: seniority, important (or largest Used only in factor analysis
variables) staying within budget, awarded number).  Missing =mean

copyrights, presented paper, etc. if entire section missing

Created Variables

Pervenplussup Percentage of time spent N/A pervendors + Q: 0, 0, 5, 10, 60 Used only in factor analysis
communicating with vendors AND permatsuppliers
Materials suppliers

Pernonplusmanu Percentage of time spent N/A pernonimmediateteam + Q: 0, 10, 18.5, 30, 70 Used only in factor analysis
communicating with members of permanufacturing
dev. Team outside of immediate
team and with manuf. Div.

Team-oriented Percentage of total work within N/A eamflow + reciprocalflowQ: 0, 30,48.7, 65, 100 Negative in Internal
workflow team flows in team work (which = 100% - reciwork - Work/Training Index

case plus reciprocal flow case teamwork)
Perprodworkers Percentage of team being N/A teamprodworkers / Q: 0,0,0,0.15, 0.86 Used only in factor analysis

production workers (sum of all "team"
variables)

Permarketing Percentage of team being N/A teammarketing / Q: 0,0,0,0.03, 0.25 Used only in factor analysis
marketing (sum of all "team"

variables)
Perot Percentage of team being N/A teamot / (sum of all Q:0,0,0,0.2, 1 Used only in factor analysis

Other "Team" variables)
Perengineers Percentage of team being N/A (teammanufengs + Q: 0, 0.6, 0.74, 1, 1 Used only in factor analysis

made up of all kinds of engineers teamdesignengs +
teampreengs + teameqengs)

/ (sum of all "team" 
variables)



Current company Negative of: Amount of time N/A -companyyears / -(Q: 0.018, 0.8, 1, 1, 1) External Work/Training Index
tenure spent in current company semiyears

compared to the amount of time
the engineer spent in the industry

Average tenure at Negative of: Number of years N/A -semiyears / (seminum + -(Q: 0.4, 0.92, 1, 1, 1) External Work/Training Index
companies spent in the industry compared vendorsnum + semiyears)

with the number of companies
worked at

Advice Fulfilled Number of times asked for adv N/A adviceno * advicegave Q: 0, 0, 1.75, 4, 16 External Knowledge Index
multiplied by percent of time
advice actually given


